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ABSTRACT

Assemblages with bifacial tools cover large areas of the Eurasian continent from the Middle Pleistocene to the Upper Pleistocene. These encompass varied technological strategies although the morphological results are often similar. Consequently, bifacial technology is diversified in Eurasia and cannot be correlated to “Acheulean-type behaviour” everywhere, or for all time periods. While early lithic assemblages with bifacial technology appeared in Africa as early as 1.8 Ma, this technology is observed in Eurasia from 1.5 Ma for the earliest evidence, and particularly from 1 Ma onwards. Our purpose here is to focus on Eurasian patterns. This presentation will be divided into three parts in order to describe, clarify and compare the bifacial phenomenon regarding its chronological and geographical extension, based on examples of key sites in diverse Eurasian areas. This first paper presents a review of detailed data from western and southern Europe and the Levant. The second focuses on the East, India, south-eastern Asia and eastern Asia (China). The third and final paper is a comparative analysis of Eurasian areas with occurrences of bifacial technology in relation to paleoanthropological remains in order to clarify the diversity of the bifacial technological phenomenon over time and space. Major European and Levantine sites are described in this first paper. For Europe, the bifacial component is divided into two main currents; before and after the major glacial event of MIS 12. Before MIS 12, sites such as la Noira,
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1. Introduction

From the Middle Pleistocene to the Upper Pleistocene, assemblages with bifacial tools cover large areas of the Eurasian continent and are absent from others. The earliest phases of bifacial technology were often assimilated to the Acheulean and described using European criteria. Recent discoveries over the past decades in different geographical areas indicate that bifacial technology actually spans a long period of time, from 1.4 Ma to 40 ka, which is much longer than expected in comparison to the European "Acheulean" s.s. or Moustérien evidence. Moreover, it is expressed by varied technological strategies although morphological results can be similar. Bifacial technology is consequently diversified in Eurasia and cannot be assimilated to "Acheulean-type behaviour" everywhere for this extensive timespan.

While early lithic assemblages with bifacial technology appeared in Africa as early as 1.8 Ma, this technology is observed in Eurasia from 1.5 Ma for the earliest evidence and particularly from 1 Ma onwards. This study is divided into three papers. This first paper presents a review of detailed data for western and southern Europe and the Levant. The second focuses on the East, India, south-eastern Asia and eastern Asia (China) (Fig. 1).

The third and final paper is a comparative analysis of the Eurasian areas with occurrences of bifacial technology in relation to paleoanthropological remains, in order to clarify the diversity of the bifacial technology phenomenon throughout time and space.

The purpose of these three papers is to describe, elucidate and compare the bifacial phenomenon based on examples of sites in diverse Eurasian areas. We will define the time span for each region in relation to the characteristics of each area. In the first paper, we will focus on Eurasian patterns.

In order to describe the series, area by area, we will use the general terms of bifacial tools, bifaces or handles, rarely "Large Cutting Tools" (LCTs made on large flakes). The bifacial item is defined as a piece with bifacial shaping for managing a pointed, oval or transversal tip, two convergent edges shaped by face-by-face or alternate removals. Shaping reduction sequences are generally characterized by three relatively long steps, depending on the initial morphology of the raw material: peripheral striking platform preparation, bifacial symmetry and bilateral symmetry.

We will consequently use these general terms to define tools types for each area by examining the implemented processing systems.
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2. Bifacial tools in the West, from Europe to the Levant (first part)

2.1. North-western and southern Europe

Bifacial technology is observed along a geographical belt covering southern and north-western Europe to the South Caucasus in the form of open-air sites and some well-dated open-air and cave sites. It is lacking in Central Europe, Russia and Central Asia (Doronichev, 2008; Liubin, 2002). The Rhine River acted as a barrier (Bosinski, 2006). In Central Europe, asymmetrical bifacial pieces made on flakes exist in the Micoquian as early as MIS 6, in what is known as the Jung Acheulean. They differ technologically from the classical Acheulean. This also applies to some MIS 4 and 3 series (“Mousterian de Tradition Acheuléenne”, Vasconian).

We will focus on what is described as the Acheulean, between 700 and 350 ka (onset of Middle Paleolithic-type behaviour, in southern and north-western Europe, although series with bifaces persist sporadically until 200 ka (i.e., Lazaret Cave dated to MIS 6; Cauche, 2012). Assemblages without bifaces are contemporaneous with series with bifaces throughout Europe after 700 ka. The hypothesis of the coexistence of hominin groups with distinct traditions seems to be unlikely on account of common core technologies and land-use patterns. Only bifacial tools are missing and the presence or absence of bifacial technology could be explained more plausibly in terms of activities or raw materials (Aureli et al., 2015). Sites without bifacial technology include for instance: Happisburg (800 ka) and Pakefield in the UK (700 ka), Miesenheim I in Germany (around 500 ka), Isernia La Pineta in Italy (700–600 ka) and High Lodge in the UK (500 ka) (Coltorti et al., 2005; Parfitt et al., 2005, 2010). The interstratification in some sites (i.e. Notarchirico) is sometimes interpreted as proof of the clear influence of activities on assemblage composition (Piperno ed., 1999).

For the time being, two chronological phases seem to be present, before and after MIS 12 (700–500 ka/MIS 11 to 9), particularly in northwestern Europe (Table 1). Sites were rare before the MIS 12 glacial phase, both in the North (discontinuous occupations) and in the South.

1) The 700–500 ka phase demonstrates that bifacial technology is mastered in north-western and southern Europe from as early as 700 ka, perhaps due to episodic arrivals of new hominin groups during favourable climatic periods. Local onsets seem unlikely since early bifacial technology is already present and any evidence of transitional phases is recorded in the lithic series. The site of la Boella (Spain, 1 Ma ± 0.068), with a schist pick and a cleaver...
Table 1

Some examples of relevant sites with the bifacial technology in Europe (700 to 350 ka).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site and Location</th>
<th>Chronology</th>
<th>Raw material</th>
<th>Core technology</th>
<th>Percussion</th>
<th>Tools</th>
<th>Type of site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>La Noira (lower level,</td>
<td>700 ka</td>
<td>Siliceous stones</td>
<td>Centripetal, unifacial, orthogonal, multidirectional</td>
<td>Hard and soft hammers</td>
<td>Bifaces, cleavers, LCTs</td>
<td>Open air site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stratum a) (Centre, France)</td>
<td>(ESR)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Direct percussion</td>
<td>bifacial tools</td>
<td>Workshops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notarchirico</td>
<td>600–300 ka</td>
<td>Flint</td>
<td>Orthogonal, multidirectional</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Bifaces, choppers,</td>
<td>Open air site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Basilicata, Italy)</td>
<td>(TL, ESR)</td>
<td>Limestone Silicified limestone quartzite</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>denticulates, scrapers</td>
<td>Butchery site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caune de l’Arago - Sol P</td>
<td>Around 550 ka</td>
<td>Milky and hyaline quartzite</td>
<td>Discoid</td>
<td>Direct percussion</td>
<td>Few pebble-tools and flake-tools (n = 71)</td>
<td>Cave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Southern France) (Centre, France)</td>
<td>500–300 ka</td>
<td>Flint and quartz for the small tools</td>
<td>Unipolar or bipolar</td>
<td>Rare bipolar on anvil</td>
<td>Bifaces</td>
<td>Short-term occupations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menez-Dregan</td>
<td>400 ka</td>
<td>Flint</td>
<td>Unipolar unifacial &gt; evidence of Levallois</td>
<td>Direct percussion</td>
<td>70% bifaces flake-tools on various flakes</td>
<td>Marine cave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cagny-la Garenne</td>
<td>12 ka</td>
<td>Flint</td>
<td>Unipolar unifacial &gt; evidence of Levallois</td>
<td>Direct percussion</td>
<td>70% bifaces flake-tools on various flakes</td>
<td>Open air site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boxgrove</td>
<td>500 ka</td>
<td>Flint</td>
<td>Unipolar Orthogonal Centripetal</td>
<td>Direct percussion</td>
<td>Large quantity of well-worked bifaces coup de tranchet</td>
<td>Open air site Workshops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guando San Nicola (Southern Italy)</td>
<td>370–400 ka</td>
<td>Flint, limestone,</td>
<td>Opportunistic Discoid-type Levallois</td>
<td>Hard hammer for the final shaping</td>
<td>Preforms, recycled bifaces Distal bifacial shaping and cortical base 3–5% bifaces Scrapers denticulates notches</td>
<td>Open air site Ursus sp.; Palaeoloxodon sp.; Stephanorhinus kirchbergensis; Equus ferus ssp.; Cervus elaphus acoronatus; Dama sp.; Bos primigenius</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
discovered in a butchery context (*Mammutus meridionalis*), may record the early advent of this technology (Mosquera et al., in press; Vallverdu et al., 2014).

Cueva Negra del Estrecho del Quípar and Solana del Zamborino (Southern Spain, 900 to ~760 ka) have yielded lithic series with bifacially shaped tools (Scott and Gibert, 2009). However, Jiménez-Arenas et al. (2011) propose a younger Middle Pleistocene age for this site.

The site of la Noira (Centre, France) dated to 700 ka, contains workshops of millstone slabs with diversified large tools, with both bifaces s.s. and bifacial tools including bifacial cleavers and cleavers on flakes (Fig. 2). These recent discoveries are among the earliest occurrences of this behaviour beyond the 45th North parallel (Despriée et al., 2011; Moncel et al., 2013).

The Italian Acheulean phenomenon has mainly been described on the basis of the presence/absence of bifaces (Mussi, 2002; Nicoud, 2011). Most of the assemblages are from open-air sites and have been divided into two broad phases: archaic and elaborated (Palma di Cesnola, 1996), linked to the surface aspect of pieces and crude or elaborate biface morphology. In the elaborate Acheulean, several facies have been identified, with elongated, short and small bifaces, with or without Levallois core technology. These different “facies” were associated with regional evolution but also with the geographical location of the
sites (Ceruleo et al., 2015; Palma di Cesnola, 1996). For the earliest Acheulean series, reduction processes are short and uniform, with small products, a high ratio of flake-tools and numerous large tools in open-air sites (Muttoni et al., 2014; Piperno ed., 1999; Radmili and Boschian, 1996; Segre and Ascenzi, 1984).

The site of Notarchirico (southern Italy, 0.64 Ma; Lefèvre al., 2010; Piperno ed., 1999) yielded a long sequence of occupations where assemblages (levels B, D, F) with some bifaces and abundant pointed bifacial pebble-tools alternate with assemblages without bifaces (Piperno, 1999; Piperno et al., 1990). The bifacial tools display limited diversity and poor standardization and include some bifaces made on quartzite, limestone and flint pebbles or flakes (Santagata, 2012). The bifaces are made by deep removals, which can be invasive or limited to the periphery, and some of them are rectified by a second series of small removals on the tip.

At the Caune de l’Arago (southern France, MIS 14), elaborate bifaces and cleavers on flakes in various raw materials (blocks and flakes) were discovered in the layers P-Q (Barsky, 2013; Barsky and de Lumley, 2010; de Lumley, 2004; Falguères et al., 2015) in quartz or rock cobbles from up to 15–30 km away (Fig. 3).

Finally, at Galeria II (between 500 and 260 ka, Berger et al., 2008; Falguères et al., 2013; Garcia-Medrano et al., in press; Ollé et al., 2013), the earliest lithic series are on Neogene chert (large blocks), Cretaceous chert (nodules) and quartzite, collected 2–5 km away. Bifacial technology represents 17 tools in Gîla (6%), composed of choppers, cleavers and bifaces. Tools bear large removals and retouch, and are mainly oval with cortical butts and a pointed tip. There is some adaptation to the initial blank and the original shape is visible.

In the North of Europe, several British sites, such as Brandon Field, Midsclash Hill or Warren Hill (Great-Britain) are dated to MIS 15 (Bytham river sediments, Ashton and Lewis, 2012; Ashton et al., 2011). All the assemblages are made on locally available flint nodules from fluvial gravels. These series are made up of two groups of bifaces with varying ratios: 1) crudely fashioned bifaces made with a hard hammer on pebbles, half-pebbles, occasionally flakes (thick with sinuous cutting edges, made face-by-face, with little final retouch), 2) thin ovates and cordiform bifaces (made with a soft-hammer with final retouch, with a symmetrical plan and cross-section, sometimes with a tranche flute removal across the tip.

Happisburgh Site 1 (HSB1, probably MIS 13) (Preece and Parfitt, 2012) yielded a flint assemblage comprising almost 300 pieces and one thin and ovate biface.

At Boxgrove (Great-Britain, end of MIS 13, Roberts and Parfitt, 1999), the numerous bifaces are predominantly thin and ovate in shape and are made with a hard hammer, followed by final shaping and retouch with a soft hammer. They are generally symmetrical in shape and cross-section. The tips are generally rounded or straight due to the frequent use of the coup de tranche, suggesting resharpening.

Several of the Somme Valley terraces in the North of France contain major sites such as Saint Acheul and Cagny-la-Garenne. Recent fieldwork in the Carpentier quarry (Cromerian “white marls”) has not revealed archaeological evidence. Cagny-la-Garenne I and II (France, Somme Valley, MIS 12, Antoine et al., 2007) yielded several assemblages in locally available flint nodules (Lamotte and Tuffreau, 2001; Tuffreau and Lamotte, 2010; Tuffreau et al., 2008). The bifaces are abandoned at various shaping stages and worked both by hard and soft hammers. Generally, there is little retouch on biface edges, apart from on the edges and tips of some elongated lanceolate pointed bifaces. Shaping of the tip is part of overall biface shaping. There are also some bifacial cleavers. Cross-sections are mainly plano-convex produced by face-by-face sequences, while some symmetrical bifaces were made by alternate flaking.

2) From around 450 ka, the great northern European plain seems to be largely occupied and bifaces appeared in more assemblages (Antoine et al., 2007; Lamotte and Tuffreau, 2001). Hominins adapted to the “Mammoth steppe” merging at around 500 ka from France to Russia (Bosinski, 2006; Guthrie, 1984).

The hypothesis of the mastery of fire has been advanced for explaining this northern occupation, attested from 0.5–0.4 Ma, for instance at Menez Dregan in western France, Vertesszöllős in Hungary, Stranska Skala in Moravia or Terra Amata in Southeast France (Gowlett, 2006; Kretzoi and Dobosi, 1990; de Lumley, 2006; Monnier et al., 2001).

The variability of bifacial tools (including Large Cutting Tools [LCT]) is still high, both within the same series or between sites and no functional explanations have been proposed up until now. Without any clear chronological links, series yield stone and/or bone bifaces s.s. (general management of bifacial volume) or/bifacial tools (plano-convex cross-section with unifacial retouch on the convex face) with distinct functional or active areas (distinct cutting edges on the periphery): for instance, Fontana Ranuccio (460 ka, Italy), La Grande Vallée (450 ka, France), Torre in Pietra (430 ka, Italy), Guado San Nicola (400 ka, Italy, Fig. 4), Terra Amata (400 ka, France), Cagny l’Epinette (MIS 9, Somme, France), High Lodge (MIS 13, UK) and Swanscombe (MIS 9, UK), Soucy (MIS 9, France), Ambrona-Torralba (MIS 9, Spain), Orgnac 3 (MIS 8–9, France) (i.e. Ashton et al., 1992, 2011; Grimaldi, 1998; Herisson et al., 2012; de Lumley et al., 2015; Malatesta, 1978; Moncel et al., 2012; Muttoni et al., 2009, 2014; Orain et al., 2013). Among these, is what F. Bordes described as the Southern Acheulean with trifacial pieces, both cores and tools (MIS 9 and younger series, for instance Barbaras in southwestern France; Boëda, 2001). The ratio of bifaces/bifacial tools is always low; less than 1%, and this ratio, as well as the absence of bifaces, is often related to specific activities such as butchery or scavenging with associated assemblages composed above all of small unretouched flakes or pebble-tools. The mode and intensity of shaping indicate again the selection of adapted blanks (thick blocks and nodules, flakes). In some sites, the morphology of the blank highly influences the morphology of the tool, such as at Cagny l’Epinette (Lamotte and Tuffreau, 2001; Tuffreau et al., 2008). The size of the flint nodules in the North of Europe would explain the scarcity of cleavers on flakes (shaping of bifacial cleavers). However, bifaces are not only associated with the ability to produce large flakes. In some cases, Elephas bone fragments (Italian Latium, MIS 9) are
recovered to compensate perhaps for the rarity of large nodules or pebbles and are shaped as bifaces (bifacial tip and additional lateral/proximal unifacial or bifacial scrapers) or large scrapers (Radmilli and Boschian, 1996). Finally, it is important to mention the symbolic value of these objects, such as at Sima de los Huesos in Spain (Atapuerca), where more than 28 hominin skeletons were discovered in association with a single unused pink quartzite biface (Arsuaga et al., 1997; Martinon-Torres et al., 2012).

The variability of shaping and morphological results may be both structural and cyclical, and the resharpening of some biface cutting edges (multi-functional tools) may be the cause, for instance, of the wide morphological variability of tools in some sites and some areas. In Europe,
and in the Levant, the biface did not progressively become more carefully worked or thinner over time and examples show that residual crude pieces persisted during MIS 9-8 (cf. Arago, unit I, and Orgnac 3; Moncel et al., 2012).

As for core technology, local raw materials, and in some cases, semi-local stones were gathered (from up to 30 km at Arago, Barsky, 2013). Some methods are new, some previously existed. In some cases, centripetal cores show that debitage methods are not linked to stone shape (for instance at la Noira). Some of the flakes from these assemblages are microlithic and derive from bipolar debitage on an anvil, as at Isernia or Quarto delle Cinfonare in Italy. From 450 ka, in the terraces of the Somme Valley (Cagny-la-Garenne) or in Italy (Guado San Nicola; Muttilllo et al., 2014) Levallois core technology appeared, which could derive from biface thinning. Whatever the flaking mode, flake shapes are poorly controlled. At the same time, flake tools multiplied, but few of them are standardized.

2.2. Near East

2.2.1. ‘Ubeidiya

The site of Ubeidiya is located in Israel on the western bank of the Jordan River in the rift valley of the Dead Sea. It was extensively excavated in the 1960s and 1970s by M. Stekelis, O. Bar-Yosef and E. Tchernov, and is attached to the formation of the same name, composed of a thick succession of limnic and fluvial formations deposited in a freshwater lake context (Bar-Yosef and Goren-Inbar, 1993). Several intense folding episodes then ensued, tilting the sedimentary strata. Most of the 65 archaeological levels are found in the “Lower Fluvial” member or 20–30 m thick “Intraconglomerate and Clay Member”. They are located on either side of an anticline and stratigraphic correlations are complex to establish. Different dating methods have been applied (potassium/argon, argon/argon, paleomagnetism and biochronology) and chronologically place the sequence between 1.6 and 1.0 Ma, or even 1.6 and 1.2 Ma (Bar-Yosef and Goren-Inbar, 1993; Belmaker, 2006; Sagi, 2005).

Despite an attribution of the entire sequence to the Early Acheulean (Bar-Yosef and Goren-Inbar, 1993), the composition of the lithic assemblages in the levels under consideration is highly variable. Only 16 out of the 30 levels with more than 50 artefacts have bifaces (Fig. 5). There are thus, on one hand, many assemblages without bifaces and, on the other hand, assemblages with biface proportions varying between 0.1 to more than 30%. While geomorphological and spatial explanations have sometimes been advanced, these require further analysis and other factors must also be considered. Bifaces were shaped using hard hammer percussion, and the toolkit generally consists of choppers, polyhedrons/spheroids and flake tools. A preferential distribution of limnic raw materials emerges: bifaces on basalt, sometimes on flint and limestone, choppers essentially on flint, polyhedrons and spheroids mostly on limestone and sometimes flint (Bar-Yosef and Goren-Inbar, 1993). For levels K-30 and I-15, for example, bifacial shaping, whether limited or extensive, is most often applied to blocks, but also to large flakes. Volume (bifacial, trihedral or even tetrahedral, commonly with convergent edges), intended tool types and their numbers (single or multifunctional tools) are technologically and morphologically varied and relatively simply made by adding on functional zones (Chevrier, 2012) (Fig. 6). Although the concepts of choppers, polyhedrons and spheroids are commonly associated with tools, it appears that many of these artefacts are related to debitage and provide blanks for smaller tools.

2.2.2. Gesher Benot Ya’aqov (GBY)

Located in the Dead Sea Rift in Israel, the site of Gesher Benot Ya’aqov is composed of several localities excavated by M. Stekelis, I. Gilead, N. Goren-Inbar and G. Sharon. The main site and the zone called “North of Bridge Acheulean” (GBY-NBA) have yielded detailed and reliable data. In addition, due to the immersion of the site, remains are exceptionally preserved, particularly organic materials (Goren-Inbar et al., 2002; Sharon, 2007; Sharon et al., 2002). A 34 m-thick stratigraphic sequence established in the southern part demonstrates that the archaeological levels occur in the Benot Ya’aqov formation, composed of limestone and conglomerate deposits, deformed and folded by the rift valley faults. Basalt analysis and the calculation of

---
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2.2.3. Nadaouiyeh Ain Askar

The site of Nadaouiyeh Ain Askar is located in the El Kowm Basin in central Syria. It was excavated in the 1990s by J.-M. Le Tensorer, S. Muhesen and F. Hours, and has yielded a sedimentary sequence several dozen meters thick, partially destroyed by several significant phases of erosion (Jahger and Le Tensorer, 1996; Jahger et al., 1997; Le Tensorer, 2006). The deposits are mainly lacustrine, limnic, loams and travertines. Detritic levels, faults and the morphology of the strata indicate successive and asymmetric episodes of karstic collapse (of doline type), in addition to common erosion processes. These episodes significantly modified the sequence and make stratigraphic correlations difficult. From an archaeological viewpoint, more than 30 Acheulean levels have been documented in sedimentary units IV, V and VII, as well as Yabbrudian, Hummalian and Levallois Mousterian occupations in the upper part and a final Acheulean horizon in Unit II. Unfortunately, no radiometric elements define the chronology of the Nadaouiyeh Ain Askar sequence. Nonetheless, cultural comparison with other Near Eastern sites leads the authors to propose a chronological range between 600 and 350 ka.

Several thousand bifacial tools were collected from the sequence. These were systematically made on flint and many of them display a long technical life (rejuvenation, multiple patinas, etc.). Most of them are cordiform, oval or amygdaloid types. The high quality of shaping, mainly by soft hammer percussion for some of the bifaces, corroborates an attribution of the assemblages to the Late Acheulean. Seven technocultural facies have been distinguished (Nad-G to Nad-A, from the earliest to the most recent) and several general trends emerge (Jahger and Le Tensorer, 1996; Jahger et al., 1997; Le Tensorer, 2006). In the early phases (up to Nad-D), standardization is extremely marked, particularly for relatively short cordiform types, with a near-absence of flake tools and flake production. The coup de tranchet technique is also used. Volumetric and typological variants are, however, observed (Fig. 8). In the recent facies (Nad-C/B), volumetric variability is more visible, with less standardized bifacial shaping and thicker tools. Debitage is present, but remains uncommon. Small tools (microbifaces and,
more rarely, retouched flakes) and the functionalization of blocks complete the toolkits. After transition levels, facies Nad-A, attributed to the Final Acheulean, contains small bifaces and simple knapped products.

While the authors generally underline a phenomenon of paradoxical evolution, with highly standardized bifaces at the beginning of the sequence, it should be recalled that in comparison to other Near Eastern Acheulean sites, in particular those attributed to the Early and Middle Acheulean, the bifacial tools at Nadaouiyeh Ain Askar present exceptionally high shaping standards, regardless of the facies. Indeed, although further techno-functional analysis is required to confirm this hypothesis, it would appear that the vast majority of these tools are indicative of standardized forms, enabling simple management of multi-functional tools, and thus an advanced stage of technological evolution. This entire Acheulean sequence has also been described, in a more contracted sequence, in the fluvial levels at the site of Umm el Tlel (Boëda, 2011).

2.2.4. El Meirah

The site of El Meirah is located in central Syria in the El Kowm Basin. It was discovered in 1993 and excavated over an area of 7 m² (Boëda and Muñoz, 1993; Boëda et al., 2004). The stratigraphic sequence is over 15 m thick and is composed of a several-meter-thick gypsum crust containing elements of the Geometric Kebaran, overlying limestone and clay lacustrine layers with a Mousterian assemblage and the Acheulean level of interest here. The latter is stratigraphically well localized, and presents a relatively undisturbed occupation. The dating of the sequence by paleomagnetism indicates an age around the Matuyama-Brunhes reversal of around 780 ka, or perhaps earlier, since the level is located below this limit. The lithic assemblage of 268 artefacts is composed of 185 bifacial
shaping flakes (some of which could be refitted), 83 bifacial tools on Tertiary flint cobbles (except for one made on limestone) and five spherical blocks with a diameter of around 20 cm on brecciated limestone. The lithics are associated with rare fauna (Cervidae, Proboscidea, hippopotamus and herbivores). Debitage is entirely absent. Bifacially shaped tools are generally made by hard percussion on selected cobbles. The intended volumes are varied.
but all have convergent edges. Eleven techno-types have been defined in two technological groups: the tetrahe-
dral (Fig. 9) and the trihedral groups. The transformative parts, found on the apical ends which can be transverse or pointed, or on the lateral edges, are also varied. These tool preforms were designed to support either multi-functional tools (around 75% of the bifaces) for which it is possible to distinguish distinct added and unrelated subvolumes, or to support single-use tools (around 25%). Several interesting observations can be made. This site, now situated in the steppe zone, is in an extremely rich region where more than 20 sites with stratigraphic sequences spanning the entire Middle and Late Pleistocene have been discovered.

All of the chronological periods are represented, evidencing a near-perennial occupation of this geographic zone since at least the Acheulean to the Neolithic, or even well before the Acheulean. And yet this region is outside the coastal zone where many authors have placed the diffusion path of African Acheulean populations. The near exclusive choice of bifaces as bases for tools is also present in all of the Acheulean industries in the region. Evolutionary technological analysis combined with stratigraphic analysis demonstrates that all of the evolutionary technological stages are present, with El Meirah being one of the first. This evolutionary sequence is preceded by cobble industries (sites of Hummal [Le Tensorer, 2009; Le Tensorer et al.,...
2.2.5. Arabian Peninsula (primarily the southern part of the peninsula)

In the southern part of the Arabian Peninsula, sites attributable to the Acheulean are mainly located in mountainous and coastal zones. Indeed, research in this region since the 1930s has led to the discovery of many Acheulean lithic assemblages, for the most part in the Asir Mountains and the coastal zones of the Red Sea in Saudi Arabia and Yemen (Groucutt and Petraglia, 2012; Petraglia et al., 2009; Whalen et al., 1988; Zarins et al., 1980, 1981), the Hadhramaut Mountains and the coastal zones of the Gulf of Aden and the Oman Sea in Yemen (Amir Khanov, 1994; Whalen and Pease, 1991; Whalen and Schatte, 1997), the Dhofar Mountains and the Sea of Oman in the Sultanate of Oman (Rose and Hilbert, 2014; Whalen, 2003; Whalen et al., 2002). It should be noted that the low number of artefacts collected, the recent discovery of bifaces in northeastern Oman in the Adam region (Bonilauri et al., in press) (Fig. 10) and in the central region of Sharjah in the United Arab Emirates (Bretzke, 2015), and the easternmost “Acheulean” sites in the Arabian Peninsula, relate directly to the question of the Acheulean phenomenon and its diffusion path.
Apart from a few stratified sites, such as Saqqara (excavated but undated; Saudi Arabia) (Whalen et al., 1984), most of the occurrences are from surface sites with no chronostratigraphic context. However, typo-technological analyses attribute the lithic industries (most with bifaces) to the East African and Levantine Acheulean, or for some assemblages, such as that from Dawadimi, to the Indian Acheulean (like Isampur Quarry, Hunsgi-Baichal Valley) (Petraglia et al., 2009; Whalen et al., 1983, 1984; Zarins et al., 1980).

The affiliation of a certain number of inventoried lithic assemblages to the Acheulean culture is based in many cases on the sole presence of different kinds of bifaces (oval, amygdaloid, etc.), some of which are associated with cleavers and other well-defined types such as trihedrals, polyhedrals and even scrapers, like the assemblages found for example in the Wadi Fatimah (western Saudi Arabia, along the Red Sea coast) (Petraglia, 2003, 2005; Petraglia et al., 2009; Whalen et al., 1988) or at Dawadimi and Safaq (inland Saudi Arabia) (Petraglia et al., 2009; Whalen et al., 1983, 1984; Zarins et al., 1980). In Yemen, sites considered to be Acheulean discovered near the Red Sea and the Bab-el-Mandeb Strait, for example, also appear to be contain characteristic tools, such as bifaces associated with rare cleavers, scrapers and undetermined tools (Whalen and Schatte, 1997, Petraglia, 2003). Likewise, in Oman, the Acheulean sites found in the southwest in the Dhofar region (Whalen et al., 2002; Whalen, 2003; Rose and Hibbert, 2014) also appear to be based on this readily identifiable tool, the biface.

3. Conclusion

From a historical perspective, the Acheulean was invented in Europe, where it was defined at the end of the 19th century in the Somme Valley, in northern France, by Gabriel de Mortillet, in 1872, then Vayson de Pradennes in 1920. However, it occurs much earlier in Africa, at 1.8 Ma (i.e., Lepre et al., 2011). The earlier start and intensity of research in Europe explain the quantity of sites in this part of the world. In other areas, discoveries are now beginning to increase. Assemblages with bifacial technology are less known in Asia, where recent discoveries have triggered debate as to how to define them: Acheulean or not? This question will be examined in the second chapter.
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